Recent approaches in the analysis of weightlessness effects on arthropod development.
The concept of Biological Development refers to the extremely complex process by which every biological organism reproduces starting from a huge single cell, the fertilized egg. It includes all aspects of cellular and intercellular structure and function. In spite of many recent advances, especially at the molecular and genetical level, we are still far from fully understanding the details and mechanisms at work in developmental systems. It is even unclear what physical mechanisms are used by the different molecular components resulting in the emergence of these higher levels of organization. Newman and Comper, have extensively discussed the "generic" physical forces potentially involved in pattern formation, arguing that among others, gravitational effects could be involved in the production of cytoplasmic, tissue and extracellular matrix components rearrangements playing a role in morphogenesis. Although plagued with the problem of being a very weak force, specially at the tiny dimensions of cells, gravity is one of the "generic" physical forces that have been continuously operating on biological organisms during evolution. Few scientists would argue against the idea that at least in the early times of evolution, gravity could have been involved in shaping the spatial inhomogeneities behind the initial phases of development.